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OUTSTANDING COVERS-No. 2 
10k IMPERF., 1858. 

The illustration shows the stamp and postmarks of a letter bearing a good copy of the 10k 
imperforate and addressed in German to "\Valek" (Valk, in the province of Livonia). The 
stamp has clear margins all round, that on one side being unusually wide for this stamp, and is 
cancelled "·ith a cross made by pen and ink and with the oval postmark of Valk. This reads 
"VALK LIF." at the top and " 18" at the bottom. There are two or three copies of the 10k 
in existence with this postmark and the day and month are usually found written in ink within 
the inner oval and the figures " 58 " written after '' 18 '' to make it read " 1858." Since the letter 
is addressed to Valk, this is really an arriYal postmark. 

The rectangular postmark reads "RIGA 11 FEVR. 1858" and is the postmark of origin. The 
pen and ink cross was almost certainly put on here. It "·ill be remembered that it was intended 
to use "dots" numeral postmarks to cancel the stamps but these \\"ere not ready in time and so a 
pen and ink cross \\"as ordered to be used. 

This cover throws an interesting light on the meaning of a pen and ink cancellation and a post
mark occurring together on the 10k imperforate. It would seem that in most cases they were 
applied as in the present instance, although it is not impossible for both to be put on at the place 
of origin, or e,·en at the place of arrival. A.H.\\T. 
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BRITISH JOURNAL 
RUSSIAN PHILATELY 

EDITORS: 

Mr. W. H. H. HUDDY, 5 Dean Terrace, Liskeard 

Dr. A. H. WORTMAN, 2d Upsdell Avenue, N.13 

The first number of this Journal was received by our members with much appreciation, a11d 
philatelic friends outside the British Society of Russian Philately were kind enough to express 
amazement that a society \\'ith some fifty members could produce even so modest an illustrated 
journal. 

It was not to be expected that we should escape critici~m altogether, nor perhaps desirable 
that we should, and so \\'ith equal frankness \\·e record this as well. Honest criticism, howeyer 
adverse is not to be clespisecl,ancl since our critic is one with an unique knowledge of both the Russian 
language and Russian philately \\'e welcome it, feeling quite sure that behind it was a sincere 
desire that everything appearing in the Journal should be fully authenticated before publication. 

We \\·oulcl remind our readers that, out of the ten years life of the Society, seven were war years, 
when it was impossible to hold meetings or e\·en to get dO\rn to serious study. 

Before research can be undertaken it is necessary to accumulate a quantity of material and 
many of us are in this initial stage, whilst to a few h:is come the rare thrill of li11cli11g !,ome missing 
link in a chain of evidence, or the clue to a problem. The new knowledge has then been passed 
on, sometimes after a try-out in our Research Packet, hy publication in one of the many philatelic 
journals already in existence before the adYent of ours. 

Research in Russian philately is not easy. ::\Iaterial is notoriously scarce, contemporary records 
are scanty and even where they exist, may be in any language hut English. Experienced philatelists 
will readily recall instances of philatelic research which took many years to reach fruition, and it 
seems likely that some of our problems will prove to be equally protracted in their elucidation. 

As to our own Journal. \\·e are of course handicapped by financial considerations from doing 
all that \\'e could wish . It is hoped however, that as our Societ~· continues to Hourish so will its 
Journal improve and expand. 

The flaw on the 8k stamp of 1875, making the first letter "B" of the \\·ord '' BOCEMb" at 
the foot look like a letter "C '' (S.G. 32c "error") occurs once only on the sheet, on No. 50, i.e . 
the stamp in the right-hand lo\\'er corner of the second pane. 

Mr. Harold Wilson had in his collection a letter bearing two copies of the 10k inverted centre 
(S.G. 21h) cancelled with a circular elated type of postmark," Warsaw, 21st December, 1874,'' the 
letter being addressed to \Varsaw. So far as we know, his collection is still in the possession of 
the Wilson family. · 
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THE BRITISH SOCIETY OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY 
Founded October 31st, 1936 

President: 

Hon. Treasurer: 

MR. A. w. GREAVES 

MR. w. H. H. HUDDY 
Hon. E.'t'change Packet Supt. : MR. C. W. ROBERTS 
Hon. Research Packet Supt. : MR. P. HIRSCH 

Hon. Secretary: MR. J. BARRY, 53A St. James' Road, Sutton, Surre~· 
Hon. Business Manager of Journal: MR. H. R. M. CHAMBERLAIN, 

24 Phrosso Road, West Worthing. 

ACTIVITIES DURING 1947. 

4th JAXUAHY. Fourteen members present. First number of the Journal published ,,·hich \\'as 
voted very satisfactory for a No. 1. Mr. H. R. M. Chamberlain appointed Business Manager for 
the Journal and Mr. P. Hirsch took over supervision of the Research Packet. Dr. Anthony ga,·e 
a display of Polish Overprints of 1914/1918. 

29th MARCH. Thirteen members present, five new members elected. A decision taken to 
limit Packets to twenty booklets to speed up circulation. Mr. C. \V. Roberts receiwd a special 
vote of thanks for his Packet activities. A general display was given by members. 

21st JuxE. Twelve members present. Dr. \Vortman reported progress on Journal No. 2. 
Block illustration \\'as difficult and more articles needed. Invitation to the Society by the Postal 
History Society to give a display of Russian issues \\·as accepted. Proposed and agreed that 
commencing 1948 the annual subscription for London members shall be 12s. 6d. :t\fr. A. \V. 
Greaves gave a talk and display of the Provisional Overprints of the R.S.F.S.R. 

8th NOVEMBER. Nineteenth Meeting se,·enteen members pr.esent, four ne\\' ones elected. 
Election of Officers. Mr. A. V./. Greaves to be President, Mr. H. F. Elease, Vice-President, 
other officers re-elected. A unanimous vote of thanks to Mr. C. C. Handford for his work during 
two years as President. The Treasurer reported a satisfactory balance and the Packet Superin
tendent that sales were good. Dr. W. M. Anthony and Mr. J. H. Reynolds reported on Congress. 
A talk and display on the Stamps of Finland was given by Dr. Anthony. 

FINLAND. 

CARRIER CANCELLATIONS. 

In Vol. VI of Fritz Billig's Philatelic Handbook recently published in the United States of 
America there is an illustrated list of Finnish postmarks by Dr. H. K. Thompson. 

He mentions" Carrier Cancellations" and gives illustrations of two of them, Nos. 241 and 467. 
Beyond saying that the highest number recorded is 467 no other mformation is given. 

\Ve are pleased to be able to illustrate a very clear example for the benefit of our readers. As 
may be seen it occurs on a stamp of the 1889 issue. 
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A WINTER SEASON DISPLAY. 

At the meeting on January 3rd a collection of Soviet Stamps and covers, ranging from 1918 to 
1923 was displayed by Mr. J. Barry. 

Prominent amongst the early stamps were many of the reprinted and overprinted Imperial 
issues, which did postal duty during the new regime until 1923. These are some of the most 
interesting stamps of the R.S.F.S.R. period. Amongst them were included specimens of the 
'•PYE" overprints used during 1920 in Kharkov, Petro-Pavlovsk, Olekminsk and Polevaya. 

Most representatives of the Savings Bank and Central stamps were shewn used for postage, 
some on covers alongside both Imperial re-issues and Soviet definitive stamps. A 5 Kopek 
Savings Bank stamp on a cover from Vitebsk to Petrograd, 3rd September, 1921, represented a 
postage fee of 250 roubles. This was due to inflation which necessitated so many improvisations 
due to the constantly changing postal tariff. 

Some complete sheets of SO or 100 cancelled stamps were on view attached to enve'.opes. One 
sheet of fifty 1 rouble, together with a few odd values, had made the long journey early in 1923 
from Kharkov to Rustenberg, South Africa, via Moscow and London. These stamps covered a fee 
of 660,000 roubles. 

Most of the Imperial re-issues were apparently hurriedly turned out. They shew a fair 
number of errors and a considerable number of flaws. A good many are found on used copies. 

Following these came the so-call,ed II Kerensky " issue, 35 and 70 Kopeks. They were used 
postally from H18 to about March 1920. Although cheaply priced, used specimens of these two 
stamps are rather rare. A block of four 35 Kopek cancelled 18/11/1918 at Mozhga and a single 
70 Kopck, Chernigov 16/3/1920, also both values imperforate, were shown. 

Coming to the first regular Soviet issues a cO\·er was shewn bearing twenty-three stamps, 
Imperial re-issues, Volga Famine Relief, '' For the Hungry" and items from other issues. This 
miscellaneous collection represented postage to the ,·alue of 900,000 roubles. After such "mass" 
franking a contrast was provided by a single from the first Soviet issue, 40 roubles. overprinted 
10,000 roubles in black on a cover from Simbirsk. 

Many of the listed varieties were on view, also covers bearing examples of the one day issues, 
"Philately for Children," 19/8/1922 and•· Philately for the Workers," 1/5/1923. Some air covers 
" via Konigsberg.'' were included. 

A very late unregistered cover, Ostropol to London, 4/10/1923 (postage 2½d) was franked with 
fortv-three Imperial overprinted re-issues to the face Yalue of 3,000 roubles. This had been tested 
by the G.P.O. in London and was deemed to have been l½d short paid on despatch. The dues 
were collected. 

A final cover late in 1923, from Tiflis to Moscow II Express" bore no stamps at all. . An 
endorsement, " 55 grammes, 33,000,000 roubles paid" seemed to set a crown on inflation's glory. 

Postcards were first issued in Russia on 1st January 1872. They were printed in black with
out a stamp but with the Imperial arms in the left-hand upper corner of the address side. 

The postcard was first suggested by Heinrich von Stephan, postmaster of Prussia, at a postal 
conference in 1865 and the first examples were issued by Austria in that year with the title 
"Correspondeuz-Karte." Great Britain issued postcards in 1870. The Russian postcards were 
entitled OTKpb!Toe nHCbMO meaning "Open letter.'' 
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FAKED TOWN POST COVER. 

A most unfortunate error occurred in our last publication, and perhaps all the more serious 
because it happened in the inaugural number, when quite naturally those responsible were 
particularly desirous of avoiding errors. 

The Cover depicted in our Frontispiece showing a strip of three of the St. Petersburg and 
Moscow Town Post stamp had been in my possession for a great number of years and perhaps 
this fact alone-although no excuse-blinded me from doubting its authenticity. The postmarks 
appear to have been altered from" 1881 '' to "1864" by a stamp faker. This was spotted at once 
by my friend Mr. Th. Lavroff from the illustration, and subsequently confirmed by examination 
of the envelope itself. 

I cannot do better than quote Mr. Lavroff's own notes upon it, paying tribute at the same time 
to his unique knowledge of Russian philately : 

" In the sixties international postal service was based upon individual agreements between 
different countries. The postal rates were rather complicated and the cause of much muddle 
(franco, porto, franco tout, franco border etc. etc.). In 1874, at a meeting in Berne an "Inter
national Postal Union" was formed, the participating countries granting postal transit rights and 
introducing more uniform postal rates, thus simplifying the whole matter of international postal 
communication. 

"In 1864 letters addressed to Naples could have been posted" franco" or" porto," registered 
letters, however, only "franco," at the following rates : 

via Switzerland 36 Kop per Prussian Lot (15 gr.)=1¼ Russian Lot 
,, France 42 ,, ,, ., ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 
,, Austria 27 ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 

plus 12 Kop registration fee and certificate of posting. In cases where "via" was not indicated 
by the sender the P.O. had to select the cheapest route. Registered letters were not to be franked 
with stamps. The postage had to be paid in cash. At that time the word "3AKA3HOE" was not 
yet in use. 

" Since 1879 the postal rate was reduced to 7 Kop for an ordinary, and 14 Kop for a registered 
letter abroad. This cover is franked with 3 x 5 Kop=lS Kop, which is nearest to 14 Kop. 

"The black postmark of your cover does not belong to 1864. It is the common postmark for 
letters going abroad used between 1878-1883 and usually found on these 5 Kop town post 
stamps. After 1879 the Imperial and Town Post Services were amalgamated and part sheets, and 
any of the stamps remaining in the Post Office, were released to the public for general use. 
Complete Sheets however, were returned to the Stamps Department of the Post Office and sold 
later (after the amalgamation of the Post and Telegraph Service) together with other stamps, to a 
syndicate of foreign dealers (actually two firms). 

"The black postmark of 1878-1883 is rather characteristic. The narrow distance between 
the two concentric circles makes it conspicuous, so that even small fractions of a segment can be 
easily recognised." 

Although the error was unfortunate perhaps it is not without its compensations. It will 
certainly add to our knowledge and make us all the more careful in taking ~nything for granted. 

W. H. H. HUDDY. 

Russia holds the record for the shortest time taken to prepare a stamp issue, this being one 
week in the case of the Lenin mourning issue ; and also the record for the longest time taken, 
which was four years for the Romanov Tercentenary issue. 
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RUSSIAN POST OFFICES IN CHINA. 

THE lOK ON VERTICALLY LAID PAPER (s.G. NO. 14A). 

This seems to be a very rare stamp. The writer has seen only six copies in as many years and 
enquiries among collectors have elicited the existence of only two others. 

Thus few philatelists can have had the opportunity of observing that there is one striking 
feature common to all copies. They are all centered to one side, the perforations being mis
placed in such a way that the design is nearest to the eastern side of the stamp. · From this it 
seems likely that all these stamps came from one sheet, or possibly from a few sheets all 
perforated at the same time. 

Now we know that this stamp "·as printed in sheets of one hundred, the arrangement being 
the usual one of four panes of twenty-five separated by gutters ; and they were perforated by a 
harrow machine. If more than one sheet was perforated at a time, the printed impressions must 
all have been in exactly the same position on each sheet, otherwise differences of centering would 
occur. Since all copies seen are centered in exactly the same way, and the perforations are 
clearly cut, it seems very likely that there was only one sheet originally. 

Corroboration is provided by the colour of the stamp. It is always the same shade of dark 
blue, and the overprint is always the same shade of red. It will be remembered too, that these 
stamps were printed in two operations, one of which was for the background and the other for 
the main design. Many of the original stamps have a \'ery light background which in some cases 
is hardly visible at all, this being especially noticeable in stamps issued during the last two or 
three years of the time during which they were current. All the overprinted stamps however, 
have the same shade of background as of the main design. It is also well known that '' inverted 
backgrounds" (really inverted frames since the background was printed first) are found on some 
of the original stamps, but all these copies have normal backgrounds. 

When we come to consider the postmarks on used copies there is even more striking 
corroboration. Three copies in the possession of your editors all have the "· HANKO\\' POSTE 
RUSSE" postmark. Two of them, acquired at different times and from different sources, are 
elated 21.5.09 and 15.6.09 respectively. One of these elated copies, it is true, does not actually 
bear the word "HANKO\\T," but we may he sure it is of that town for the follo\\·ing reason. 
Only two towns had a postmark of this type, namely, Hankow and Shanghai. The " R" of the 
word " RUSSE" in the Hankow postmark is in such a position that if the upright line of the 
letter were continued in a downward direction it would cut the upper line of the elate tablet just 
where it meets the inner circle. In the Shanghai postmark the " R " of " RUSSE " is set farther 
back. This may be a useful means of determining the town of origin where only a part of the 
postmark is found on the stamp. 

· The evidence is therefore in favour of there having been only one sheet of these stamps. If 
this is so, the catalogue price of £4 is very reasonable. The writer would be pleased to hear of 
any other information which would add to our knowledge of this interesting stamp. A.H.W. 

The Philatelic Journal of Great Britain, in its number published on 25th December. 190:i 
reported that the current 1 rouble stamp was'' now being issued perf. 1 I½.'' This stamp (S.G. 
76b) is however quite scarce, and could not have been issued in any quantity. 
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GOMEL-THE TOWNSEND TYPES. 

BY C. W. ROBERTS. 

~ ~ 
r,.. • ., -r,-,6 2 ,,_ .s. 

~ ~ 
~Y l;;o~·I 

In a tentative list of Ukraine published in 1919/20 by D. B. Armstrong, Type 2 of the above is 
listed under Kharkov, and Type 3 under Home} (Gome}), with a note that the overprinting was 
done at Chernigov. Apart from this, so far as I have been able to discover, no mention has ever 
been made in print of any of these three types, although some values are not uncommon. 

Nearly twenty-five years ago, when the value of Ukraine Tridents had fallen almost to bottom, 
I was offered a wholesale lot, almost all lower values, in many cases in entire sheets. The only 
types represented were Kiev, Ekaterinoslav and the three illustrated above, which were by far the 
most numerous. About these the seller either could or would not tell me anything, saying he knew 
nothing about Ukraine, that he had bought the lot as a speculation, that it came from an absolutely 
reliable source, so I could take it that every stamp was genuine and finally that it was an original 
lot exactly as he had bought it a few years before at several times the price I would be willing to 
pay for it. In the end I bought the lot and so began my search for the origin of these mysterious types. 

On examination I noticed that every single stamp was mint and that there were virtually no 
errors. I was able to confirm that every stamp, apart from those of the above three types, was 
undoubtedly genuine. I submitted them to a leading British expert and was told that though he 
believed all of them genuine, they were rare and he could give me no information as to where 
they were issued or when. A leading German expert, on the other hand, told me that they were 
all false, but strangely enough when he later wrote an exhaustive handbook on Ukraine Tridents, 
genuine and false, he made no mention of them. I wonder if he was not too certain after all. 

It was some time after this that I heard the history of these types. My informant was a dealer, 
well known to me, though not as a dealer in Ukraine, and he never sold me one of these types. 
Although not a participant in the deal referred to below he was in a position to know what 
happened, and I see no reason to doubt the story he told me, which seems to account for all the 
facts as I know them. It was as follows :-

A British officer, Capt. Townsend, was in the Ukraine on duty at the time the Trident issues 
were making their appearance, and though he knew nothing about stamps, bought quantities in 
the various Post Offices. Just before he left, he bought a large quantity at Gome!, some of which 
he understood had only recently been received. This area was overrun by the Red Army a few 
days later and presumably the stock was destroyed. He sold this lot intact to three British 
dealers, two of whom were very active in Ukraine at that time. The third share came my way 
as related above. 

Later, one of the actual participants in the deal confirmed that to the best of his recollection 
the story as I had it was about right, but as Capt. Townsend bought stamps at a number of Post 
Offices he thought it unlikely that the whole of this lot was bought at one place. He therefore 
doubted if all three of these types came from Gome!, though it was possible they had done. He 
told me that in his share, so far as he could remember, there were a few odd used copies and one 
or two covers of these types. Although later they made a note of what values they had of Types 
2 and 3, by that time the used copies, covers and some of the scarcer values were sold out and all 
trace lost. Unfortunately they regarded Type 1 as a minor variety of Kiev Type 2 and no separate 
record was ever kept. They had noticed how extraordinarily free from errors the lot was, but 
thou~h he showed me their Stock Books and the list they had, it was too late to be of any help. 
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I have recently bought the balance of the third lot. Although mixed up with other Tridents, 
clearly not part of the original lot sold by Capt. Townsend, a large proportion of the original lot 
seems to be left. The seller, although the third participant in the deal, gave up dealing in Ukraine 
so long ago that he does not now remember much about it. He is pretty sure there were some 
used copies in his share, though not many, also two or three covers. Actually a used pair of Type 
2 still remains, though unfortunately the postmark cannot be read. 

With regard to the overprints themselves, all three types, violet and black, were made with 
single rubber handstamps, as can be readily seen from the examination of sheets or panes. Owing 
to the care with which the work was done and to the use in many cases of an almost new hand
stamp, it is frequently difficult to tell from single stamps that a rubber handstamp has heen used. 
I have seen an almost identical metal handstamp to Type 3, applied in black to the 70 kop. Per£. 
This type was not among the original Townsend lot and I know nothing whatever about it. 

I have personally examined some thousands of these types and can confirm that the work was 
very carefully done and errors are extremely rare., except in two cases where a pane appears to 
have been entirely overprinted inverted. · 

This scarcity of errors is unusual in Ukraine handstamps. and would be even more remarkable 
if these types were forgeries, as would the extreme scarcity of postmarked copies, though this is 
explained by the story gi,·en above. So far as I have been able to check, and in many cases this 
was not possible, it seems that all copies of these types came from myself or the two Dealers who 
shared the original lot. 

I have purposely refrained from giving any names. Most of this happened many years ago 
and unless one had a particular reason for remembering or made notes at the time, as in my case, 
memory is likely to be faulty. Furthermore, I only know the present whereabouts of one person 
referred to in this article, and at least one is dead . Though headed "Gome!-The Townsend 
Types," I think it is clear that though some of them probably came from Gome!, we cannot say 
that they all did. 

In conclusion I " ·ould like to correct one common mistake about these types. Rarity is a rela
tive term, but for Ukraine Tridents some values of all three types are far from rare. Of many 
values, however, only a few odd copies appear to exist, and this is true of all the errors, with the 
two exceptions already referred to. AH values, of course, are rare used. 

CHECK LIST. 
Type 1. Type 2. Type 3. 

Violet Black Violet Black Violet Black 
PERF : 

1 Kop. n n n 11 11 n 
2 

" 
n 11 11 n 11 

3 n n 11 11 

4 n n n n 
5 n n n n 11 n 
7 11 11 n n 

10 
" 

11 n n n n n 
10/7 Kop. nDO n n n n I n 
14 Kop. 
15 

" 
n n n n 11 

20 
" 

11 n n 11 

20/14 Kop. 11 

25 Kop. 11 n n n n 
35 

" 
n n 11 11 n 

50 " 
n I n n n 11 n 

70 
" 

n 11 11 11 

1 Rub. n 11 n 

3½ " 11 

3½ ,. Grey & Black 
5 

" 
11 

7 .. 
7 

" 
Orange & Black 11 11 11 

10 " 
11 11 11 
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IMPERF: 
1 Kop. nO n n n n D I n 
2 nDO n D I n n I nO n 
3 n n 
4 n n 
5 n I n n n nB n 

15 n n 
20 n 
35 n 

1 Rub. n n n 
3i,. n I 
5 

" 
n n 1w n 

7 n 

EXPLANATION: n - exists normal. D - exists double. I - exists inverted. 
0 - exists overprint omitted in pair with normal. B - exists double, violet & black. 

NUMBER ESTIMATED TO EXIST. 

Type 1. Type 2. Type 3. 
Violet Black Violet Black Violet Black 

PERF: 
l Kop. 400 R 150 R 100 R 
2 100 R R R R 
3 150 R 40 R 
4 200 R R R 
5 R R 125 30 300 R 
7 50 R R R 

10 R R 75 R 200 R 
10/7 Kop. 600 200 400 400 1200 500 
15 40 R R R R 
20 .. 75 R 25 100 
20/14 Kop. R 
25 Kop. 50 R R R R 
35 75 R R R R 
50 50 R R R R R 
70 .. R 40 R 25 

1 Rub. R R R 
3½ .. R 

5 R 

7 " 
Orange & Black H R R 

10 R R R 

IMPERF: 
l Kop. 800 R 150 150 800 100 
2 800 300 150 150 800 40 
3 R 25 
4 so 40 
5 400 100 200 R 1000 400 

15 R 50 
20 R 
35 R 

1 Rub. R R R 
3½ " R 
5 " 

40 R R 
7 .. R 

Values marked" R" : under 25 estimated to exist. Of the majority of values so marked five copies or less are known 
to exist. 

ERRORS : 2 Kop. Imped. Type 2 Inverted - probably 50 exist. 
1 ,. Imped. Type 3 Inverted - probably 25 exist. 

Considerably less are known of all the other errors, in most cases only one or two copies. 
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BATUM. 

TREE TYPE LITHOGRAPHS 

BY WILLIAM E. HUGHES. 

A small dose of history must first be administered. In 1878, by the Treaty of Berlin (which 
enabled Disraeli to make his historic ' I bring Peace with Honour' statement) Batum was 
transferred from Turkey to Russia, as a' free port', but this status had lasted for only a few years 
when it was turned to military uses. In March 1918, by the treaty of Brest-Litovsk, the 
Russiari,; abandoned Batum, as well as other places on the Black Sea, whereupon the Turks 
marched in and occupied the Caucasus, and were welcomed by their co-religionists of whom 
there were many. The small body of British troops at Baku (' Dunsterforce ') had to evacuate that 
town, and the arrival of the Turks was celebrated by a two-day massacre of the Armenians by the 
Tatars as a reprisal for the massacre of Tatars by Armenians six months earlier. 

On the collapse of Bulgaria, the Turkish European flank was left in the air, and the Turks 
forthwith sued for peace. An Armistice was granted on terms which included the evacuation by 
Turkey of places in the Russian Caucasus, and, in November 1918, several units of the British 
Fleet arrived in Batum Harbour. Thence, until the evening of 7th July, 1920, British Forces 
remained in control. 

The Province of Batum is 2,693 square miles in extent and Batum, from the viewpoint of 
British policy of the time, was very important, being just as much on the road to India as in the 
days of Alexander the Great, while it has to be remembered that there were British troops, 
Political and Military Missions, and the like, strung out like beads in a necklace all the way-'to the 
Indian frontier. There was much tinder and highly explosive material lying around in the Middle 
East in the period following the cessation of hostilities with the Central powers. In addition, civil 
war raged in Russia and grave doubts prevailed as to the possibility of that Empire's becoming 
welded together again. 

On 22nd December, 1918, Batum was occupied by British Troops of the 27th Division under 
Sir G. T. Forestier-\Valker, G.C.B., who took over the military command of the Caucasus from 
the Turks under Djemal Pasha. Brigadier-General vV. J. N. Cooke-Collis, C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., 
was appointed Military Governor in place of the Turks administration. A new local administra
tion was formed from civilians and it included Russian, Georgian, Armenian, Mohammedan! 
Polish and Greek representatives. In April 1919, these gentlemen saw fit to support a Genera, 
Strike in opposition to the Military Governor. He dispensed with their services and thereafter, 
until the evacuation in July 1920, British Regimental Officers, many of them young, ran the place, 
covering all essential services. Caucasian history has usually been colourful and it is a pity that 
we have to cut short the account. 

TREE TYPE STAMPS. GENERAL DESCRIPTION, 

The lithographed Aloe Tree stamps of Batum, whether plain or overprinted, are of the same 
general type, but the three issues (one plain and two with 'British Occupation' overprints) are 
from lithographic transfers specially prepared for each separate issue, and differ from each other in 
important and interesting respects. 

Generally, the type consists of a central vignette, medallion or circular panel, bearing the 
representation of an aloe tree, said to be common in the district (which by the way is sub-tropical 
in climate and produces a good quality tea) and one would assume that the particular tree depicted 
stood in a park or garden, probably in the Botanical Garden belonging to the town of Batum. 

Above is a scroll or name tablet, running across the stamp, bearing the words' EATYMCKA5I 
ITOYT A' (Batum Post) which scroll ends on either side with a ribbon having ornaments hanging 
thereto, these ornaments finishing halfway down the stamp on either side of the central panel. 
Above the name tablet or scroll is part of the coloured background. 

As to the lower part of the stamp, at either side of the base of the central vignette, and heavily 
surrounded by colour, is a series of white strokes or steps, tapering off in length, the longest being 
at the bottom. 

Below these steps are the two value tablets, divided by a plain coloured background on which 
appears the Russian contractions for ' Kopeks' or ' Roubles'. 
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Outside the stamp design is a plain white space bordered by straight enclosing lines of colour, 
morming a rectangle. 

The Tree type stamps of Batum are all lithographed on coarse white wove paper, without 
watermark. The paper varies in colour and quality and like the gum was a wartime product. 

Name Tablet or Scroll. The lettering in the name tablet varies as between kopek and 
rouble values in the different issues. The rouble values of the first (or plain) tree type and of the 
first ' British Occupation' overprint issue are very similar in lettering while the kopek scrolls of 
the 1st tree type and the rouble scrolls of the 2nd' British Occupation' overprint issue are much alike. 

Central Vignette. The central tree panel and its immediate surroundings vary in detail as 
between kopek and rouble values and as between issues. 

Value Tablets. These with their circumjacent pearls and contained numerals, disclose a 
number of surprises. We divide as follows: 
RIGHTHAND TABLET LEFTHAND TABLET 
Top Pearls Top Pearls 
Bottom Pearls Bottom Pearls 
Vertical Pearls on Right Vertical Pearls on Right 
Vertical Pearls on Left Vertical Pearls on Left 

Note. Top and bottom pearls are counted from left to right. Vertical pearls are counted from 
the bot'tom. When counting the vertical pearls on right or left, the pearls in the top and bottom 
rows are to be ignored. 

Details of the pearls in all three issues. 
Kopek Values 
Left Right 
Hand Hand 

7 6 Top 
7 6 Bottom 
6 6 Right Vertical Pearls 
6 6 Left Vertical Pearls 

26 24 Total 

Rouble Values 
Left Right 
Hand Hand 

7 7 
7 6 
6 6 
6 6 

26 25 
Forgers of the tree type have not always counted correctly. 

Steps. The white step-like horizontal strokes, tapering off 1n length, in the coloured back-
ground above the value tablets at right and left of the tree panel also vary in number. 

All Issues. Left Right 
Kopeks 7 6 
Roubles 7 7 
The strokes are often rather ' sketchy' especially in the 2nd ' British Occupation 'overprint issue. 
Central tree panel. There are variations in the central panel. The Tree has three main 

branches, each dividing almost immediately into two branches. Counting from left, we have Main 
branch No. 1, dividing into branches 'A' and 'B '. Next, Main branch No. 2, dividing into 
branches' C' and' D ', and, lastly, on the right, Main branch No. 3, dividing into branches 'E' 
and ' F '. There is foliage on the branches, which varies somewhat, but we need not bother with 
it as the stamps have more easily chronicled variations. On the ground, on either side of the tree, 
appears what may be called 'undergrowth' but it is unimportant philatelically. 

ln the 'British Occupation' overprint issues, much of the tree is covered but such information 
as is visible is useful, as in all values there are 'positional' varieties as well as 'Transfer subject 
varieties ' to be picked out. 

First Tree Type (No overprint). Issued 4th April, 1919. 
Lithographed. Imperf. 

5 Kopeks Green 51,284 
10 Kopeks Ultramarine 51,482 
50 Kopeks Yellow 206,120 

1 Rouble Claret 102,832 
3 Roubles Violet 26,522 
5 Roubles Brown 20,992 

Figures are the numbers printed. 
Printed in sheets of 198 stamps in 11 horizontal rows and 18 vertical rows. The subjects are 

set out in groups of 4, thus A B C D 
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ln the first 10 horizontal rows there are 45 groups of 4 as above. The 11th horizontal row is 
mixed, thus giving se-tenant combinations not otherwise obtainable. Each stamp in the group of 
4 transfers has its own characteristics. 

1919. 10th November. First' British Occupation' overprint issue. New tree type transfers 
prepared in groups of 6 subjects set out thus A B C 

DEF. 
Lithographed. Imperforate. Printed in sheets of432 stamps, 24 .horizontal and 18 vertical 

rows. The overprint is in two lines of sans-serif capitals, and is usually on the upper portion of 
the stamps but not invariably. Eight values consisting of:-

5 Kopeks Green 28,894 
10 Kopeks Ultramarine 28,512 
25 Kopeks Orange 31,892 

1 Rouble Light Blue 48,101 
2 Roubles Rose 366,728 
3 Roubles Violet 257,964 
5 Roubles Brown 263,709 
7 Roubles Red-Brown 57,118 

The 25 Kopeks, 2 roubles and 7 roubles, are not known to exist without the overprint. 
The overprint was made up in 6 subjects, each with its own characteristics, repeated 72 times 

on each sheet. 'A' transfer subjects always bear 'A ' overprints and so on, from which one infers 
that the overprinting was a lithographic operation like that of the stamps themselves. The 
extreme lefthand vertical column seems to have been unduly cramped so that the initial '0' only 
partly prints, and in · a few instances does not print at all, doubtless accounting for the 
'CCUPATION' error. 

The overprints and transfer subjects have not only the characteristics of the setting of 6 
subjects but also show positional varieties on the sheet of 432 stamps. 

1920. 18th June. Second' British Occupation' overprint issue. Fresh tree type transfers in 
sets of 6 subjects A B C 

DEF 
Lithographed. Imperf. Overprinted 'British Occupation' in two lines of sans serif capitals, 

much the same as before, excepting that there seems no definite layout of the overprinting subjects. 
9 Values consisting of:-

1 Rouble Orange-Brown 
2 Roubles Bright-Blue 
3 Roubles Pink 
5 Roubles Chocolate 
7 'Roubles Yellow 

10 Roubles Blue-Green 
15 Roubles Violet 
25 Roubles Scarlet 
50 Roubles Dark-Blue 

These stamps are not known without overprint. Sheets consist of 308 stamps in 14 horizontal 
and 22 vertical rows. 

Each sheet contains 49 complete sections of 6 subjects, making 294 stamps, and the remaining 
14 transfers (the 22nd vertical row) will in the majority of cases, reading downwards, be AD, B 
E, CF, repeated with CF again for 13 and 14. All appear to commence with A D for rows 1 and 
2 and to end with C F for rows 13 and 14 but all values do not preserve the same sequence 
between the remaining rows 3 to 12. 

All groups of six transfers have their own characteristics and with this issue all values 
(excepting the 50 roubles, which was evidently an afterthought) have main guide lines at the four 
corners of each block of six subjects, and there are also subsidiary guide marks or dots as well. 

There are sheet positional characteristics of both stamps and overprints. Numbers printed of 
the second 'British Occupation ' issue· are not known but the 50 Roubles is the scarcest. The 
printing plates were thrown into the Black Sea between Batum and Constantinople during the 
voyage; this I had from the Military Governor, Brigadier General Cooke-Collis. 

Much more can be said about these stamps and also about the forgeries. vVe may return to 
the subject at a later date. 
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